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Introduction

Enrolling and educating a diverse student population is a fundamental interest for many institutions throughout the United States. But, as state and federal developments illustrate, this interest can raise questions from the public and the courts that institutions must be prepared to address. The good news is that institutions have a variety of sources to guide their efforts and address these questions, including decades’ worth of research studies.

Research and evaluation are essential to help institutions define their diversity-related goals, identify optimal strategies to achieve them, and assess impact over time. A strong research foundation can provide more effective and efficient allocation of scarce resources, more confidence in educational judgments, and – for those institutions that pursue “race-conscious” policies – the evidence required by the courts as justification of the need to consider race.

Though empirical foundations have always been relevant to institutional decisions and legal evaluations of those decisions, Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin underscored their importance as the U.S. Supreme Court has continued to emphasize the need for evidence-based justifications for race-conscious institutional practices. Two issues have gained special attention: (1) the relationship between the necessity of race-conscious practices and the availability and effectiveness of race-neutral alternatives; and (2) the relationship between the race-conscious practices and their impact on the achievement of diversity-based educational goals. Only with strong research foundations will institutions be able to address these issues effectively, something that the research community has also noted.

The challenge today is to learn from and leverage existing research, translating general findings to specific contexts and for different audiences. That effort can help ensure that an institution’s mission-driven diversity and inclusion goals are clearly defined, effectively pursued, and legally permissible.

With a special (though not exclusive) focus on racial and ethnic diversity, this paper is intended to support those efforts by:

1. Surveying the current research landscape related to student diversity in higher education for areas of strength and areas in need of further exploration;
2. Suggesting prospective research directions that may inform action within individual institutions and in the broader higher education community; and
3. Identifying policy and practice implications for institutions in a shifting political and legal landscape.

This paper is focused on assisting individual colleges and universities as they work to enhance their own research efforts, informed by the broader landscape of common principles and interests at play in the broad higher education community. Broad-based findings are often an important starting point for institutional action. For example, a well-established line of research that diversity can have a positive impact on teaching and learning, on students’ skills development and civic participation, and on the American workforce as a whole was the foundation for the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2003 endorsement of the fact that the educational benefits of diversity are “substantial” and “real.” At the same time, moving forward, actionable studies on access, diversity, and inclusion are particularly needed to shape practitioners’ efforts on the ground and inform national and institutional decision making.
However, common baselines do not translate into one-size-fits-all solutions. (And general findings alone are unlikely to be enough in most legal settings, in part because context can affect how the benefits of diversity play out.5) America is home to more than 6,000 unique institutions, and the strategies employed to achieve access, diversity, and inclusion goals can reflect that. More must be done to design research studies that contextualize findings and provide guidance on how those findings may be applied or extended to other settings.

Although this is not an easy task, it is also not impossible. As this paper’s conclusion emphasizes, alignment across institutional programs, functions, and offices can establish important foundations for creating the greatest potential for achieving diversity goals, with important educational, management, and cost benefits.

Research encompasses many methods and approaches, ranging from rigorous peer reviewed quantitative and qualitative studies to more informal documentation of experiences and interactions (and everything between). Case studies; student, faculty, administrator, and alumni surveys and interviews; and analyses of data developments and trends are a few of the types of research efforts that can be informative. The multidisciplinary nature of the research agenda requires the contributions of many stakeholders, including researchers, practitioners, legal counsel, and institutional leaders, to ensure that studies are designed, carried out, and shared in a manner that has the greatest possible impact on institutional practices. We hope that this paper can play a role in invigorating those efforts.

This paper is divided into 3 sections:

- Section I describes its development.
- Section II – the heart of the paper – reviews the current research landscape, organized under a common planning framework of goals, objectives, enrollment strategies, and curricular/co-curricular strategies on campus. Each subsection ends with recommendations for institutional action.
- Section III focuses on alignment across programs and policies to create a coherent, effective institutional strategy to achieve its goals.

Throughout Sections II and III, we offer recommendations for policy, practice, and research. Detailed endnotes support each section.
Section I: This Paper’s Development Process

The development of this paper involved several years of research and analysis, complemented by extensive engagement with higher education leaders and practitioners, researchers, and legal counsel on policy and legal issues related to access and diversity in higher education.

At its core, this paper was shaped by a comprehensive literature review of more than 1,000 sources to assess the overall state of the field, identify areas of strength, and develop a clearer understanding of the gaps and needed next steps. The review was oriented around the immediate “real world” questions that institutions of higher education face and related issues inherent in the pursuit of the educational benefits of diversity. We, therefore, focused on studies that had been used or recommended by a range of experts and stakeholders. For example, we reviewed all studies cited in the 92 amicus briefs filed in the U.S. Supreme Court’s first hearing of Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin; studies cited in relevant published literature reviews; and studies recommended by researchers with demonstrated expertise in the study of the educational benefits of diversity. We also paid close attention to new studies published from 2014 to early to 2016 that presented promising foundations for institutional action. During our review, we disregarded articles that represented solely secondary research, only provided commentary, focused on how to conduct research, lacked an abstract, or were irrelevant to questions associated with the educational benefits of diversity.

To complement and inform that analysis, the College Board’s Access and Diversity Collaborative (ADC) sought significant input from its organizational and institutional sponsors and other stakeholders to ensure that the information would be relevant and actionable.

This paper identifies trends within this body of research and highlights studies that have particularly strong potential relevance for institutional policy and practice. We have based our conclusions on the strength and rigor of the research that was reviewed, and we have aimed to recommend only those action steps that are supported by available evidence. Where possible, we have distinguished findings that have a large body of research behind them from those that are based on a smaller but still promising number of studies. Some areas have received more research attention than others, and not every finding here has decades of work behind it.

At the same time, our review is not perfectly comprehensive, nor does it account for every article, book, or report published on this topic. It necessarily focuses on published studies and articles. Because institutions’ own internal research efforts are often (appropriately) confidential, conclusions here are necessarily limited about the relative strength or weakness on particular points within the public, published diversity research landscape.

On a similar note, we emphasize that institutional leaders, practitioners, and researchers should take care to translate and adapt research findings to their unique contexts. Though published studies can and should inform how an institution defines and pursues diversity and seeks to reap its benefits, these findings may or may not play out in the same way in different settings. Connecting general findings to specific contexts is an essential step to building an effective – and legally sustainable – diversity strategy. In Justice O’Connor’s words, “context matters.”

Finally, given institutions’ need to meet legal obligations, this paper focuses in particular on research regarding race and ethnicity.
Section II: The Current Research Landscape

This section summarizes the current research landscape, including areas of strength and gaps within the body of published research on the educational benefits of diversity. It aims to inform current institutional discussions oriented toward the development of sustainable and effective diversity policies and practices as well as to identify actionable questions for a broader research agenda. It is organized under a common policy planning framework followed by many institutions of higher education. Discussion of each element begins with a text box that includes a summary of our findings, followed by a more detailed discussion of important research insights and areas for further exploration. The framework and our findings are:

A. Institutional goals related to the educational benefits of diversity
   1. The educational benefits of diversity are well documented, most often in undergraduate settings.
   2. Adverse effects associated with a lack of diversity – such as racial isolation or tokenism and stereotypes based on race, gender, income, or first-generation status – are also generally well documented.
   3. Though all students can benefit from diversity, benefits may flow differently for different types of students. Different students require different types of experiences and supports to benefit from campus diversity.
   4. More research is needed to examine how general conclusions about educational benefits of diversity play out in different institutional contexts, disciplines, and fields.

B. Defining and measuring success in achieving institutional goals
   1. Adequate representation of different groups in the student body is a prerequisite for achieving the educational benefits of diversity but is not sufficient on its own.
   2. A clear relationship exists between campus climate and achievement of goals associated with the educational benefits of diversity. Positive campus climate and opportunities that foster meaningful interactions inside and outside the classroom are research-based benchmarks.
   3. Alumni and employer perspectives can confirm the importance of the educational benefits of diversity.
   4. Determining sufficient numbers of students with diverse backgrounds and characteristics is inherently context-specific. What works at any one institution will depend on an array of many factors, such as mission, historical setting, student demographics, academic focus, and geographic reach.

C. Enrollment strategies
   1. Each element of the enrollment process (outreach, recruitment, admission, financial aid/scholarships) can play an important role in achieving diversity goals.
   2. Race-conscious enrollment practices – in concert with race-neutral efforts – have been shown to have a positive impact on obtaining a racially diverse class in certain settings. But these determinations are inherently institution- and context-specific.
   3. Admissions can be an essential strategy for achieving diversity goals.
      a. Individualized, holistic review is used by a variety of institutions and has been demonstrated to be effective in advancing diversity-related goals.
      b. The relative success of “automatic” or “guaranteed” admission policies (i.e., “percent plans”) has been shown to depend heavily on context such as state demographics and segregated K-12 schools.
4. Research on the relationship between financial aid and scholarships and the achievement of diversity goals is limited, but significant research reflects the essential role financial aid plays in attracting and retaining low-income students.

5. Research on the relationship between outreach and recruitment and the achievement of diversity goals is growing, and some studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of certain recruitment strategies that may include a racial focus.

6. Strategies designed to attract low income and first-generation students may complement those focused on racial and ethnic minorities. That relationship, however, does not establish that those strategies are in all settings effective substitutes for race-conscious strategies. Again, context matters.

D. Strategies in and outside the classroom

1. Pedagogy and curricular offerings can be important strategies to achieve an institution’s diversity goals. Opportunities for collaborative learning may be especially important, while negative classroom experiences for minority students may have a particularly significant negative impact on their overall attitude toward the campus.

2. Faculty members are essential partners in the achievement of diversity goals. They serve as "human bridges" between the student and the institution. Their classroom practices play an important role in creating and leveraging the benefits of diversity for learning and their perspectives can be important benchmarks for success. Having a diverse faculty can also be an important signal to students that diversity is an institutional priority.

3. Institutional housing policies and support for diverse peer groups can make a meaningful impact on the achievement of diversity goals.

Conclusion: Alignment across programs and policies

1. Alignment across institutional programs, functions, and offices creates the greatest potential for achieving diversity goals, with direct educational, management, and cost benefits.

2. A sustained effort with dedicated resources and common purpose can work toward alignment and help achieve institutional goals.

Overall, our review confirms that the body of research contains strong foundations for current institutional policy and practice, but deeper research and examination is needed to continue to improve existing efforts. Numerous studies verify that important benefits flow from diversity, including improved teaching and learning, skills development, and workforce preparedness, but more research is needed on how to identify and use specific benchmarks of success (e.g., critical mass and compositional diversity).
A. Institutional Goals Related to the Educational Benefits of Diversity

As described in this section, our review of published research reflects that:

1. The educational benefits of diversity are well documented, most often in undergraduate settings.

2. Adverse effects associated with a lack of diversity – such as racial isolation or tokenism and stereotypes based on race, gender, income, or first-generation status – are also generally well documented.

3. Though all students can benefit from diversity, benefits may flow differently for different types of students. Different students require different types of experiences and supports to benefit from campus diversity.

4. More research is needed to examine how general conclusions about educational benefits of diversity play out in different institutional contexts, disciplines, and fields.

A significant body of research confirms that the educational benefits of diversity are, as Justice O’Connor observed in Grutter, “substantial” and “real.”

Hundreds of studies from our literature review verify that racially diverse environments and cross-racial interactions can have a positive impact on academic and intellectual development, on students’ social-cognitive skills and personal development, civic involvement, and on our national workforce and economy. And many studies concluded that the diversity policy or practice being studied was effective in obtaining those benefits. Studies tend to focus on undergraduate contexts to demonstrate the educational benefits of diversity.

Studies have underscored the importance of “campus climate,” defined as external forces (i.e., governmental policy, programs, and initiatives; sociohistorical forces) and institutional forces (i.e., historical legacy of inclusion or exclusion; structural diversity in terms of numerical and proportional representation of different groups; psychological climate, including perceptions and attitudes between and among groups; behavioral climate characterized by the nature of intergroup relations on campus). Campus-wide benefits from a diverse class composition include the reduction of racial isolation and “racial balkanization” (when students divide into small, sometimes contentious, factions) as well as the reduction of “solo status” or tokenism among underrepresented minorities (where a solo or token minority individual is given undue attention that can lead to greater stereotyping by majority group members). Conversely, insufficient representation can lead to perceptions of racial hostility and feelings of isolation among those students in the minority, eroding the campus climate, limiting participation, and hampering the learning environment for all students.

Studies have shown that by increasing the numbers of racial minority students, institutions can increase the frequency of cross-racial interactions among students and add value to the educational environment to enrich all students’ learning. Studies have shown that institutions have better retention and co-curricular programs when students have stronger levels of comfort and sense of belonging. Sense of belonging, in particular, has been shown to promote “positive and or/ prosocial outcomes such as engagement, achievement, wellbeing, happiness, and optimal functioning” for a wide range of students, including Latino students, LGBT students, first-year students, students of color in STEM majors, African-American male students, graduate students, and students involved in campus clubs and organizations.
Socioeconomic diversity is the focus of a growing body of research, with studies finding that low income and first generation students also face adverse effects from stereotypes and isolation and can benefit from more inclusive institutional policies and practices. For example, a 2015 study found that “students exposed to cues suggestive of an institution’s warmth toward socioeconomic diversity demonstrated greater academic efficacy, expectations, and implicit associations with high academic achievement compared with those exposed to cues indicating institutional chilliness.”

It is important to note that the benefits of diversity do not necessarily flow to all students in the same way. Studies have shown, for example, that white students may benefit more from exposure to diverse ideas and information and exposure to diverse peers, but African-American students may benefit more from their interactions with diverse peers and exposure to close friends of their own race. Similarly, a study showed that a campus with numerical diversity may not be perceived that way by some minority groups, particularly by black students, which may inhibit cross-racial interaction.

Experiences in K-12 education can often play a significant role. Some studies have shown, for example, that Latino and Asian American students are more likely to arrive at college having already experienced diverse neighborhoods and learning environments, while white students are more likely to have attended K-12 schools with significant white majorities. Other studies have shown that, when white students lack interracial interaction in college, racially stigmatizing views that they developed before college can be reinforced.

Studies have shown that when mission and diversity goals are not linked with campus action, students can perceive that the message is “hollow talk” and that the institution has a weak commitment to diversity; as a result, the benefits of diversity may be diminished. These findings show that institutions’ efforts should aim for twin goals: creating opportunities for students to interact in diverse groups and opportunities for students to feel included and welcome, both in and outside the classroom. It can be a significant challenge – and learning opportunity – to understand perspectives and experiences different than one’s own. Institutional policy and practice can facilitate students’ experiences by creating a climate and campus environment that welcomes difference and supports interactions across it. The graphic below shows some examples of the strategies described in this paper and how they may contribute on an institution’s diversity and/or inclusion efforts.
Most research that confirms the effectiveness of the educational benefits of diversity concerned undergraduate environments. Only a few studies today have focused on specific majors, disciplines, or fields of interest; science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields may be especially ripe for study.\textsuperscript{24} Graduate and professional schools also likely require additional attention, even though some important foundations have already been laid.\textsuperscript{25} Research on medical schools, for example, has shown a connection between a diverse medical school class and better healthcare delivery to traditionally underserved communities.\textsuperscript{26} Studies have shown both that minority and female doctors are more likely to serve needy populations of patients (a significant need in our health care system)\textsuperscript{27} and that a diverse medical student body can lead to all medical students (particularly white students) feeling more prepared to serve diverse patient populations.\textsuperscript{28}
• Clearly articulate the institution’s unique, broad based diversity goals, with a direct connection to institutional mission and the research based benefits associated with student diversity. At its core, an institutional mission statement should describe the contributions the institution seeks to make and the conditions and climate it needs to do so. As a foundation for policy coherence within complex institutional systems, a well developed mission statement should articulate well supported goals and the conditions that make those goals possible. Campus climate can be a helpful reference point, although likely inadequate alone. The mission statement should then be reflected in the policies and practices of different institutional units to align campus leaders, administrators, faculty, and other staff around a set of common goals that should be a guiding force in institutional action. In time, a strong mission statement that is both understood and acted upon can lead to significant institutional efficiencies and cost savings.

• Pursue studies using a variety of research methods that examine benefits of diversity in different learning environments, disciplines, schools, and institution types. Most current studies that explore the interplay between diversity and its effects on students fall in two categories: (1) quantitative methodology, such as hierarchical linear and regression models and structural equation modeling (i.e., causal and quasi-experimental methods); and (2) surveys and comparison of national longitudinal studies (i.e., descriptive methods). To enhance the research agenda, additional qualitative methods may enhance findings and create a more holistic understanding of direct and indirect educational outcomes. Possible methodologies include: campus case studies; long term observations; and in depth interviews with students, faculty, and administrators. These strategies may be especially helpful to understanding the outcomes of specific diversity policies and practices more deeply, including an examination of how quantitative findings play out in different contexts. Such efforts can provide a deeper, more holistic understanding of institution level impact that can lead directly to action.
B. Defining and Measuring Success in Achieving Institutional Goals

As described in this section, our review of published research reflects that:

1. Adequate representation of different groups in the student body is a prerequisite for achieving the educational benefits of diversity but is not sufficient on its own.

2. A clear relationship exists between campus climate and achievement of goals associated with the educational benefits of diversity. Positive campus climate and opportunities that foster meaningful interactions inside and outside the classroom are research-based benchmarks.

3. Alumni and employer perspectives can confirm the importance of the educational benefits of diversity.

4. Determining sufficient numbers of students with diverse backgrounds and characteristics is inherently context-specific. What works at any one institution will depend on an array of many factors, such as mission, historical setting, student demographics, academic focus, and geographic reach.

Research demonstrates that student population numbers alone are not sufficient to measure success in achieving the educational benefits of diversity on campus. Campus climate and alumni engagement are two other indicators that studies have shown to be helpful in gauging success. After all, studies confirm that the frequency and quality of interactions with diverse peers and others on campus matter most for obtaining the benefits of diversity.29

Composition of the student body

Having a sufficient number of students that represent valued elements of diversity can be an important first step to ensure that the educational benefits of diversity can be realized on campuses. Studies have found that a greater number or percentage of different types of students on campus increases the likelihood that all students will be exposed to diverse people, ideas, and information.30 For example, one study found that campuses with higher racial diversity can mitigate the tendency for students in fraternities and sororities not to have close interracial friendships.31

Studies have recommended that institutions include the composition of their student bodies as part of defining their mission and practices to ensure “greater levels of engagement in diversity-related activities.”32 This recommendation aligns with the U.S. Supreme Court’s instruction that an institution be able to describe what “critical mass” means in its unique context “by reference to the educational benefits that diversity is designed to produce.”33 Critical mass is not a quota but a flexible range that constitutes sufficient diversity to achieve the institution’s mission-driven diversity goals.34 It represents a “contextual benchmark” at which marginalization and isolation of minority groups decreases, full participation by all students is supported, and opportunities exist for all students to engage with those different than themselves.35 In other words, where there is critical mass, the educational benefits of diversity may start to flow.

Research has recognized that individuals with multiple dimensions of diversity may have different experiences than those who represent a single minority identity. A line of studies on “intersectionality,” for example, found that individuals with multiple minority identities (e.g., low income white women, African-American women, Latino members of the LGBT community) at times can experience more
prejudice, discrimination, and other negative effects than those with a single minority identity.\textsuperscript{36} At other times, these individuals may be less likely to be recognized or noticed in the community, which can help them avoid some negative discrimination but can also reduce the likelihood that they will rise to leadership positions or influence on the community as a whole.

\textbf{Campus climate}
Research has identified a relationship between the campus climate for diversity and retention. Based on its research findings, one leading study recommended that student affairs staff, academic affairs staff, and faculty members structure opportunities for students to build relationships with more diverse peers.\textsuperscript{37}

Studies have emphasized the importance of improving campus climate and fostering interracial interactions, particularly as enrollment patterns change and student demographics diversify.\textsuperscript{38} Moreover, studies have shown a relationship between institutional context and students’ college persistence and completion rates.\textsuperscript{39} One study concluded that the combination of student characteristics and experiences and institutional structure and context, can strongly influence the retention and persistence of students\textsuperscript{40} and can have a significant effect on the degree completion rates for students with diverse racial backgrounds.\textsuperscript{41} In addition, peer dropout and retention intentions have an impact on student retention and persistence.\textsuperscript{42}

The takeaway for institutions is relatively simple: the composition of the class and the institution’s unique context (both across the institution and in different disciplines) both matter.

\begin{shaded}
\textbf{Note on Terminology}
We have noticed a disconnect in the terminology that describes student body composition that may create confusion. Though segments of the educational community, along with the legal community, have relied on the term and concept “critical mass,” education and social science researchers typically focus on a different but related concept: “compositional diversity,” which describes the institutional and proportional representation of different racial and ethnic groups in light of campus climate and other unique factors of a particular campus setting. (A similar term — structural diversity — has fallen out of favor because it suggests a too rigid focus on basic population demographics on campus, to the exclusion of considerations of campus climate and other contextual factors.\textsuperscript{43}) Some business-focused or organizational researchers focus on “organizational diversity” to describe the diversity reflected in various functions of an organization; in the higher education context, functions include the curriculum, decision-making, budget allocations, rewards, hiring, admissions, and tenure, and other day-to-day business. To bridge the gap between differences in terminology and perspective, some researchers have suggested new terms, including “dynamic diversity,” which focuses on the interactions among students within a particular context and under appropriate environmental conditions needed to realize the educational benefits of diversity.\textsuperscript{44}

Institutions should be deliberate in identifying benchmarks that indicate success on diversity goals. Two examples from institutions in Texas – both a result of the transparency required by legal action – illustrate how institutions may tailor their approach to creating benchmarks to their unique contexts.

\begin{itemize}
  \item In response to a complaint to the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights, Rice University defined critical mass in terms of its 11 residence halls, the center of students’ academic, extra-curricular, and social lives on campus.\textsuperscript{45} Students were randomly assigned to residence halls during their freshman year, and maintained membership throughout their
\end{itemize}
\end{shaded}
undergraduate years – whether or not they actually live in the hall. Rice could justify its consideration of race and ethnicity in its admissions process in part because it explained that it needed sufficient diversity in each residential hall to allow it to meet its diversity goals. Each residential college was a “self-contained community” with its own dining hall, student government, club sports teams, budgets, traditions, social structures, and even unique classes for credit outside the normal departmental class schedule. Without sufficient diversity among students (“racial, ethnic, and otherwise”) in each college, Rice determined that it could not meet its institutional diversity goals.

♦ In the Fisher litigation, the University of Texas at Austin (UT) considered whether different classes on campus had sufficient diversity as an indicator of whether it had reached sufficient critical mass of African-American and Latino students. This was important because the Fisher plaintiff alleged that UT did not need to consider race or ethnicity because its student population had reached approximately 20 percent combined black and Latino enrollment. UT argued that the aggregate number alone was insufficient evidence and wanted to look deeper at whether and how different racial and ethnic groups actually interacted on campus. They cited an internal study of classrooms on campus – one important way that students from different backgrounds came together – that showed that sufficient diversity was not present in thousands of courses. As a result, UT readopted the consideration of race and ethnicity as part of the holistic, individualized admission process. (The lawfulness of its admission policy in this setting remains at issue, and is being re-examined by the U.S. Supreme Court in the 2015-16 term.)

Alumni and employer perspectives
Studies have confirmed that some benefits of diversity are not fully realized until after students graduate. A recent national study, for example, found that students who had interacted regularly with diverse peers in college were 2.2 times more likely to believe that their degree was worth the cost after graduation. And several employer surveys have found that the educational benefits of diversity – such
as improved critical thinking, collaboration, and teamwork – are valued characteristics for hiring recent college graduates.53

•Examine the conditions and contexts that allow the educational benefits of diversity to flow, particularly those related to campus climate, student body composition, and opportunities to interact in diverse groups. This is particularly important given the legal framework for race conscious policies that requires institutions to describe concretely their diversity goals and objectives – and the necessity of any race conscious means of achieving them. The research and higher education communities should also work to bridge the terminology gap so that all stakeholders can understand that they are working toward a similar goal: ensuring that student populations include sufficient diversity and deploying that diversity to allow the intended educational benefits to flow.

•Examine how multiple elements of diversity, e.g., sexual orientation, point of view, religion, and socioeconomic background – possibly in conjunction with race, ethnicity, and gender – lead to educational benefits and improved outcomes. Diversity is often defined broadly in institutional missions and policies to encompass many different characteristics, dispositions, and experiences. (And, indeed, both the Supreme Court and, in many academic institutions, faculty and administration, recognize a broad definition of diversity – talent, geographic, experiential, socio economic, and many other qualities, including, but not limited to gender, race and ethnicity – as being critical to creating a robust academic environment.)
• Concretely describe what success on diversity goals looks like. Questions about improvement or success usually begin with an examination of “how much” diversity is necessary to achieve goals and what aspects of broad diversity are missing or inadequately represented. Institutions should work to define what compositional diversity or critical mass means in their own contexts, even as they recognize that numbers alone are not the answer – and that "success" will involve a highly contextualized judgment about success in the classroom and beyond. Geographic location, institutional characteristics, and enrollment patterns can all have a significant impact, and an institution should not rely solely on studies based on settings with significant differences from their own contexts.

• Identify measures to track progress on goals and interdisciplinary teams to gather, interpret, and act on. Quantitative and qualitative measures to consider include:

  • Enrollment, persistence, retention, and completion patterns for all students and subgroups
  • Compositional diversity institution wide and in different disciplines
  • Data on the quantity and quality of engagement students have across communities of difference (e.g., campus climate surveys)
  • Reported incidents of discrimination, harassment, or other intolerance on campus
  • Engagement with students within underrepresented groups on campus to understand whether they experience racial isolation or tokenism on campus and, if so, in what settings
  • Alumni and employer surveys that measure longer term benefits of diversity in communities and in the workplace

• Engage with faculty to track and interpret indicators. Graduate students may also be helpful partners.
C. Enrollment Strategies

As described in this section, our review of published research reflects that:

1. Each element of the enrollment process (outreach, recruitment, admission, financial aid/scholarships) can play an important role in achieving diversity goals.

2. Race-conscious enrollment practices – in concert with race-neutral efforts – have been shown to have a positive impact on obtaining a racially diverse class in certain settings. These determinations are inherently institution- and context-specific.

3. Admissions can be an essential strategy for achieving diversity goals.
   a. Individualized, holistic review is used by a variety of institutions and has been demonstrated to be effective in advancing diversity-related goals.
   b. The relative success of “automatic” or “guaranteed” admission policies (i.e., “percent plans”) has been shown to depend on context such as state demographics and segregated K-12 schools.

4. Research on the relationship between financial aid and scholarships and the achievement of diversity goals is limited, but significant research reflects the essential role financial aid plays in attracting and retaining low-income students.

5. Research on the relationship between outreach and recruitment and the achievement of diversity goals is growing, and some studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of certain recruitment strategies that may include a racial focus.

6. Strategies designed to attract low income and first-generation students may complement those focused on racial and ethnic minorities. That relationship, however, does not establish that those strategies are in all settings effective substitutes for race-conscious strategies. Again, context matters.

Though most published studies have focused on admissions, studies have shown that tying diversity goals to other enrollment practices can improve and increase underrepresented minority students’ access to selective institutions’ admission processes and likelihood of enrollment. This aligns with the move that many institutions have made to “enrollment management” systems that connect recruitment and outreach, admission, and financial and scholarship activities through aligned goals and thoughtful staffing structures.

Research on enrollment can clarify sometimes misunderstood institutional practices. For example, a 2015 study found that “institutions that consider race in admissions decisions use other race-conscious and race-neutral diversity strategies more often and find them more effective than institutions that use race-neutral strategies alone.” And it found that the most widely-used strategies (e.g., targeted recruitment and outreach) receive little media and research attention, while little-used strategies tend to receive significant media and research attention (e.g., reducing legacy emphasis, test-optional policies, and percent plans).
Recruitment, outreach, and college match

Though relatively few diversity-related research articles focus on recruitment and outreach, such studies have found a strong link between recruitment, outreach, and retention practices, particularly in the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields.\textsuperscript{58} A recurring theme in these studies is that targeted recruitment and outreach can lead to better retention and graduation rates for female and minority students.\textsuperscript{59}

Research has shown that many low-income students – even those that have strong grades and test scores – are less likely to apply to competitive institutions.\textsuperscript{60} One study of national data found that 41 percent of all high school students academically “undermatch” in their postsecondary enrollment choices, which occurs “when a student’s academic credentials permit them access to a college or university that is more selective than the postsecondary alternative they actually choose.”\textsuperscript{61} Studies in response to this trend have shown that relatively small investments can significantly increase application and enrollment rates of high-achieving, low-income students. For example, one study sent mailings to high-achieving, low-income students with information about college applications, including guidance on application strategies, semi-customized net price information on five colleges, and eight “no-paperwork” application fee waivers.\textsuperscript{62} The results showed that investment in these materials (which cost about $6 per student) led to a substantial increase in participating students’ applications to selective colleges and, the number of students who enrolled in a college that was equal to their own academic achievement.\textsuperscript{63}

These efforts are particularly important given findings that the likelihood of graduation for underrepresented students increases as institutional selectivity rises.\textsuperscript{64} For example, two studies of state higher education systems found that outcomes for substantially similar students can be significantly affected by the type of institution of attendance:

- A study of the University of California system (made up of three highly selective and five moderately selective four-year campuses) compared students admitted by traditional admissions with those admitted through the Guaranteed Transfer Option (which allows guaranteed admission to a specific campus conditional on successful completion of lower-level requirements at a California Community College).\textsuperscript{65} Students accumulated more credits when
they attended a less demanding institution but did not earn higher grades, were no more or less likely to drop out of a school where they were “overmatched,” and were less likely to drop out at a more selective institution than if they had attended a less demanding institution.

- A study of SAT-takers in Georgia – where minimum SAT scores are required for admission to four-year state institutions – found that, for relatively low-skilled students just above and below the minimum admission threshold, access to four-year public colleges substantially increases bachelor’s degree completion rates, particularly for low-income students.

In response, higher education organizations and institutions have undertaken their own efforts to reach more high-achieving, low-income students. The College Board now sends out application fee waivers, scholarship information, and other college match materials to students in the top 10-15 percent of their high school classes and the bottom third of income distribution. The University of Michigan sends out vouchers and application guidance to high-achieving, low-income Michigan students; if admitted, these students can receive four years of free tuition. After the first year of these efforts (and others such as improving Michigan’s yield of admitted applicants), the number of African-American and Latino freshmen rose a combined 23.5 percent, with black enrollment gaining the most (from 3.84 to 5.11 of the total admitted class) – a small (just 58 African-American students) but visible change. Other programs designed to enhance college match are also showing promising results, including the Posse Foundation, College Advising Corps, Bottom Line, and the Gates Millennium Scholars Program.

There is a competing theory that underrepresented students may be in danger of “mismatching” with an institution as a result of holistic review in admissions or other policies aimed at increasing minority student enrollment (e.g., admission practices designed to enroll a diverse population of students may have the negative effect of admitting students who are not academically qualified to succeed at selective institutions). But many studies have explicitly called mismatch theory into question, even finding that the opposite effect can occur (as described above).

**Admissions**

For the last few decades, higher education admissions has been the most common subject for the broader conversation about diversity and higher education in research, law, and the broader public. This is not surprising, as admissions policies have been the focus of every Supreme Court case (and several lower court cases) on the subject of race-conscious practices since the 1970s – and institutions involved in these suits have tended to receive significant attention from the research community. Research has confirmed that the use of race and ethnicity in the admission process can be an important tool for institutions to use to achieve their diversity goals because it lays a foundation for interracial interactions and campus climate. At the same time, however, models that promote the use of other factors such as socio-economic status (SES) have also had success at increasing campus diversity, though that diversity is usually more related to income than race and ethnicity. As one study concluded, “both socioeconomic and racial diversity are essential to promoting a positive campus racial climate [and] racial and socioeconomic diversity, while interrelated, are not interchangeable.”

Most selective institutions use holistic review as the organizing philosophy and structure for their admission programs, particularly for undergraduate institutions, law schools, and medical schools. (Graduate program admissions are much more decentralized and tend to be dependent on academic departments, though holistic review is increasingly of interest in these contexts, too.) Holistic review is a flexible framework that allows for the institution-specific consideration of a range of intersecting
factors to make individualized admissions decisions and build the class as a whole to meet institutional goals.\textsuperscript{84} A small but prominent line of research has shown that holistic review can be effective in creating a robustly diverse academic environment, including but not limited to racial minorities. A 2015 study of enrollment practices showed that 76 percent of all participating institutions and 92 percent of more selective institutions reported using holistic review.\textsuperscript{85} About two-thirds of those that reported using holistic review found it to be effective, making it one of the most commonly used and most commonly seen as effective enrollment strategies that institutions use to work toward their diversity-related goals.\textsuperscript{86} A 2014 survey of medical, dentistry, and nursing programs found that 67 percent of surveyed programs used holistic review and, of those programs, a majority saw an increase in student diversity.\textsuperscript{87}

A forthcoming study found that the quality of information provided about an applicant and his or her background and context can have an effect on admissions decisions. Specifically, “[a]dmissions officers were more likely to admit a low-[socio-economic status] student when higher-quality information was provided about the high school context, even though the lower-quality information still conveyed substantial differences in applicants’ high schools and parental education. This effect was independent of the demographic background of the admissions officers, the amount of professional experience in admissions, and the selectivity of the institution.”\textsuperscript{88} These findings suggest that efforts to make high school information more objective and standardized for all students may help diversify admitted classes of undergraduate students, particularly for low income applicants.

Beyond holistic review, special attention has been paid to “automatic” or “guaranteed” admission plans adopted through state law and applicable to state universities in Texas, Florida, and California.

- The University of California (UC) system adopted statewide and local percent plans. The local path, “Eligibility in the Local Context” (ELC), has had limited success in increasing diversity in the UC system due to significant competition for limited space. Although many California applicants qualify under the top nine percent ELC standard, UC campuses cannot accommodate all of them, particularly the most competitive campuses, such as UC – Berkeley and UCLA.\textsuperscript{89}

- Florida’s percent plan, “The Talented Twenty,” guarantees admission at one of eleven state public institutions to students who rank in the top twenty percent of their high school classes. Studies have shown that white and Asian students are “disproportionately eligible;” that the program had a small impact in increasing eligibility for admission for underrepresented students; and that the increases in diversity at the state’s most competitive public institutions (the University of Florida and Florida State University) was likely due to increased outreach and recruitment rather than to the Talented Twenty program.\textsuperscript{90}

- As the subject of the \textit{Fisher} litigation, the University of Texas at Austin (UT) has received especially strong research attention. Under Texas’ “Top Ten Percent Plan,” automatic admission to state-funded Texas institutions is available to any Texas high school student ranking at the top of his or her graduating class (the actual percentile has decreased to seven or eight percent at UT due to increasing demand for slots).\textsuperscript{91} Research has found that the Top Ten Percent Plan has promoted a diverse student body at UT (though not in all disciplines), but the reasons for that may not be directly tied to the Plan itself. Studies have shown that the increase in campus diversity may be better attributed to the state’s demographics and high levels of racial segregation rather than the Plan on its own; since 2009, white students have made up less than half of high school graduates in Texas.\textsuperscript{92}
These institutions are competitive state flagship universities that serve a significant population of students and that have been the subject of significant public and legal attention, so the research focus on these states is understandable. But state automatic admission programs are, as the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals recognized in 2014, a “unique creature” that may “offer no template for others” in different circumstances.93 (Indeed, a 2015 study of institutional practices within different sectors and contexts found that percent plans were the least commonly used strategy to attain diversity goals, with just 13 percent of responding institutions reporting that they used them.94)

Finally, several have examined the impact of state bans on the consideration of race on public institutional enrollment patterns. Many concluded that these bans led to decreased minority enrollment, in part because they had a discouraging effect on both application rates and enrollment rates of underrepresented minority students.95 One recent study went beyond initial undergraduate enrollment to examine longer term effects and found that the enrollment of students of color decreased by about 12.2 percent in graduate programs as a result of bans in Texas, California, Washington, and Florida.96 These findings suggest that in some contexts, race-neutral strategies alone do not produce the same type of student diversity as race-conscious strategies.97

Other studies of public institutions in states with bans (Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Texas, and Washington) have found that many regained at least some minority student enrollment over time due to better designed race-neutral strategies, including a greater focus on low income applicants.98 One recent study of race-neutral methods, for example, found that Latino enrollment was regained at all institutions but the highly selective University of California - Berkeley and University of Michigan and that African-American enrollment was regained at all but the University of California – Berkeley, University of California – Los Angeles, University of New Hampshire, and University of Michigan.99

Scholarships and financial aid
Research on scholarships and financial aid has grown significantly over the last two decades, with a focus on the effects of financial aid on student persistence. But there appear to be inconsistencies in conclusions between studies (even using the same data sets) and as well as gaps in available research (e.g., the effects of financial aid on graduation, the effects of financial aid for students at two-year institutions, the effects of loan debt on persistence and graduation, the effects of merit aid, and the impact of student self-selection or likelihood to apply for aid).100

Some studies have shown that the effect of financial aid depends both on student need and on specific institutional conditions. For example, one study found that, on average, a $1,000 increase in grant or scholarship funds for low-income students results in a two to four percent increase in student retention.101 The study’s authors hypothesized that, because this effect is relatively small but the cost is high, better targeted financial aid or more cost effective financial aid may be needed to ensure the highest return on additional investment in these programs.102 In response to this hypothesis, a study of Louisiana’s public statewide and regional four-year institutions (excluding the state flagship) found that increasing the amount of need met with grants/scholarships from less than 30 percent to 55-60 percent corresponded to a 26 percent increase in the retention rate; on the other hand, increasing the percentage from 55-60 percent to 70-80 percent increases retention by only four percent.103

Research has also shown that the burden for paying for higher education is disproportionately felt by low-income, historically underrepresented, and minority students.104 A recent study examined the influence of increasing tuition on the enrollment patterns of diverse groups of students and the impact
on the racial and ethnic composition of student bodies at four-year public institutions. \(^{105}\) It found that, as tuition increases by $1,000 for full-time, undergraduate courses at nonselective public institutions, campus racial and ethnic diverse enrollment fell by almost six percent.\(^ {106}\)

Though federal grants are directed to alleviate the costs of college, they have not kept pace with rising college costs.\(^ {107}\) Further, state merit aid tends to be awarded disproportionately to white, upper-income students.\(^ {108}\) Among undergraduate students enrolled full-time/full-year in Bachelor’s degree programs at four-year colleges and universities, white students receive 76 percent of all institutional merit-based scholarship and grant funding and are 40 percent more likely to win private scholarships than minority students; minority students represent about a third of applicants but slightly more than a quarter of private scholarship recipients.\(^ {109}\)

The underlying challenge of financial aid and scholarship programs usually comes down to limited funding. Need-based programs such as the University of Florida's Machen Opportunity Scholarship Program have had positive ancillary effects on increasing racial diversity on campus, but the effects are necessarily limited due to the inability to accommodate all potentially eligible students with currently available funding.\(^ {110}\)

Private scholarship opportunities can be important supplements to public funds. One of the most prominent, the Gates Millennium Scholars (GMS), provides about 1000 “last dollar” awards (intended to cover the gap between tuition and the real cost of college attendance) to minority students who are Pell Grant eligible and have demonstrated high academic achievement, a commitment to community service, and exceptional leadership potential. GMS awards are renewable for up to ten years, providing support through undergraduate and graduate school. A review of the impact of GMS on outcomes found that, despite some differences among cohorts and subgroups, recipients were more likely than non-recipients to be academically on-track (graduated or still enrolled in undergraduate program); to be enrolled in graduate school or other post-baccalaureate program; and to aspire to obtain a post-baccalaureate degree.\(^ {111}\)

Another leading private scholarship program, the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation Dell Scholars Program, each year provides 300 mostly first generation students with financial support ($20,000 over six years), a laptop and textbook credits, and individualized advising throughout college (including mentoring and access to a private networking group). A study of its impact found that, though being named a Dell Scholar had no impact on students’ initial decision to enroll or on early college persistence, Dell Scholars at the margin of eligibility were significantly more likely to earn a bachelor’s degree within six years (a nearly 25 percent or greater increase in bachelor’s attainment).\(^ {112}\) Though high cost, the study found that the program’s benefits – both in the enhanced earnings of recipients and their tax payments – outweigh the program’s costs after 12 years of post-college earnings.\(^ {113}\)

**Support for the college transition**

Many institutions offer opportunities for students to come to campus to study and experience campus life before freshman year begins. Summer “bridge” programs – usually intended to help incoming freshmen acclimate to the college environment – have received some research attention but studies have raised questions about the lack of research-based assessments to determine the actual impact of summer bridge programs.\(^ {114}\) One recent longitudinal study of a University of Arizona bridge program focused mostly on minority, first generation, and low-income students found a significant, positive correlation between participation in the bridge program and first-year retention; after controlling for entering student characteristics, the study also found a correlation between program participation and
And the Meyerhoff Scholars Program at the University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) has provided financial assistance, mentoring, advising, and research experience to undergraduate students committed to obtaining Ph.D. degrees in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields. Several studies have shown that it increased diversity in STEM fields at UMBC, provided multiple supports and opportunities to participating students, and consistently produced strong student outcomes. 

- Design and evaluate enrollment strategies with specific attention to diversity goals (recognizing that other institutional goals will also come into play). Even well-developed enrollment processes have not always been examined to probe what policies and practices are working and why. Enrollment leaders and institutional researchers may consider the following:
  - Running projections to see how different combinations of admissions factors and/or financial aid policies may change results
  - Examining admission rates and yields for different student subgroups and cross referencing with students' experiences with different enrollment practices
  - Surveying stakeholder groups (e.g., students, high school counselors, faculty, alumni, and employers)
  - Comparing historical admission policies with current policies to explore how changes over time may have impacted admission and enrollment patterns and the diversity of the admitted class
  - Identifying retention and completion benchmarks for success for different populations of students and examining the impact of different strategies on meeting those benchmarks

- Focus new research efforts on common enrollment strategies, particularly holistic review. Recent studies have shown that the most researched enrollment strategies—automatic or guaranteed state admissions plans—are the least common. Holistic review may be particularly ripe for additional study, given the frequency of use and relatively small research base on how to make it as effective at achieving institutional goals as possible. Researchers may be particularly important partners for institutions at this time given the many new initiatives to make holistic review processes even more inclusive and nuanced by examining student portfolios of work throughout high school, encouraging students to demonstrate concern for others and community service, and offering students new application formats to reflect their unique talents and perspectives (e.g., videos).
D. Strategies In and Outside the Classroom

As described in this section, our review of published research reflects that:

1. **Pedagogy and curricular offerings can be important strategies to achieve an institution’s diversity goals.** Opportunities for collaborative learning may be especially important, while negative classroom experiences for minority students may have a particularly significant negative impact on their overall attitude toward the campus.

2. **Faculty members are essential partners in the achievement of diversity goals.** They serve as “human bridges” between the student and the institution. Their classroom practices play an important role in creating and leveraging the benefits of diversity for learning and their perspectives can be important benchmarks for success. Having a diverse faculty can also be an important signal to students that diversity is an institutional priority.

3. **Institutional housing policies and support for diverse peer groups can make a meaningful impact on the achievement of diversity goals.**

While a diverse student body can lead to interactions with peers who hold different views of the world, studies have consistently shown that the mere presence of minorities and co-existence of diverse groups is not enough; what matters most is what an institution does with its diverse student population.\(^\text{117}\) Curriculum and course offerings, faculty engagement, mentoring, and student peer and affinity groups can all play a role.\(^\text{118}\) And, as one leading study has found, many institutional actions related to curricular and co-curricular programs can contribute to the achievement of institutional goals, including developing retention and support programs on campus; engaging students in institutional history; and creating safe cultural spaces.\(^\text{119}\)

**Pedagogy and curricular offerings**

Research confirms that pedagogy and curricular offerings can be an important reflection of institutional mission and values, including in diversity. And respect for diverse talents and ways of learning has been included as a best practice in undergraduate education for decades.\(^\text{120}\)

As one study observed, a lack of diverse perspectives in an institution’s curriculum can contribute to a “campus climate of exclusion,” especially if the composition of the student body is diverse. Aligning faculty development and rewards to promote pedagogical practices and curricular offerings that support the institution’s diversity and inclusion goals has been suggested by many researchers as a potentially highly effective strategy.\(^\text{121}\)

Research on collaborative learning has found that it can improve the racial climate in the classroom and allow for greater educational benefits to flow as students’ preconceptions are challenged and communication across groups takes place.\(^\text{122}\) One study even found that collaborative learning had the highest effect on college students’ openness to diversity.\(^\text{123}\)

Studies have identified diversity and global learning (i.e., courses that help students explore cultures, life experiences, and worldviews different from their own) as “high-impact educational practices,” research-backed educational practices that are correlated with positive educational results for students.\(^\text{124}\) Other high-impact practices include learning communities, service learning, study abroad, student-faculty research, and senior culminating experience.\(^\text{125}\) Studies have shown that students who engage in these
practices earn higher grades in the first year of college and are more likely to be retained in the second year – an effect that is even greater for students of color.\textsuperscript{126} But, despite the evidence of these practices’ benefits, research suggests that they are not being practiced frequently enough on college campuses; also, first-generation and African-American students have been shown to be less likely than other peers to participate.\textsuperscript{127}

Research has also shown that negative classroom experiences can be a barrier to the achievement of institutional diversity and inclusion goals. Studies have shown that while minority students can be resilient and bear some prejudice before feeling alienated, this resiliency does not apply when students experience prejudice or discrimination in the classroom.\textsuperscript{128} Multiple studies have found that negative experiences in the classroom can spill over into minority students’ overall perceptions of inclusiveness on campus.\textsuperscript{129}

Supported by a strong research base, institutions are increasingly turning to opportunities to engage in structured dialogue outside the classroom as well.\textsuperscript{130} Many studies of intergroup relations or “intergroup dialogue” (IGD) programs that create environments for diverse groups of students to interact and engage in structured communication have shown that, through cognitive dissonance these programs can create better intergroup understanding, can increase students’ positive intergroup relationships, and can increase participants’ motivation to be active in their communities after college.\textsuperscript{131} Studies also caution that poorly trained facilitators can prevent participants from experiencing the benefits of IGD (in fact, poorly trained facilitators can have a negative impact on participants’ attitudes toward diversity and inclusion).\textsuperscript{132}

Faculty engagement and hiring
Including faculty, staff, administrators, trustees and alumni in diversity efforts is an essential institutional strategy.\textsuperscript{133} Faculty members’ perceptions of campus climate may be important benchmarks to address the effectiveness of diversity and inclusion strategies – and faculty members should be aware of how their instructional and classroom efforts contribute to the achievement of diversity goals.\textsuperscript{134} Programs that encourage a mentoring relationship between students and faculty have been shown to have an important impact on student experiences and outcomes.\textsuperscript{135}

Having faculty members from underrepresented groups on campus can provide students another opportunity for frequent and quality interactions, which have been found beneficial for students’ development and outcomes,\textsuperscript{136} including better student recruitment and retention strategies, increased interracial interactions, and improved teaching and learning practices.\textsuperscript{137} After all, “Students are painfully aware when there is discrepancy in diversity between the faculty and student bodies on their campus, and failure to actively and publicly pursue a more diverse faculty sends a message of insincere commitment to diversity. In this way, faculty diversity initiatives are not only important in their own right . . . but they also serve to enhance the perceived climate for diversity.”\textsuperscript{138}

A new line of research has focused on faculty “cluster hiring” (hiring faculty into multiple departments or colleges around interdisciplinary research topics, often with a complementary aim to increase faculty diversity along race, ethnicity, gender, perspective, ideology, and methodology) and found that the practice can increase faculty diversity and cultivate a more inclusive campus climate.\textsuperscript{139} Successful institutions in the study made diversity benefits explicit in the goals and dedicated resources and infrastructure to support the clusters.\textsuperscript{140}
Mentoring and academic supports

Though existing research is somewhat limited (and often focused on the importance of faculty members being mentored), some studies show that effective mentoring of students can have a meaningful impact on academic outcomes. For example, the University of Minnesota offers several forms of peer and faculty-student mentoring opportunities, both formal and informal, aimed at achieving institutional diversity goals by supporting underrepresented students. A study of its efforts found that, even in programs without a formal mentoring component, participants engaged in informal mentoring partnerships to offer support to one another.\textsuperscript{141} More broadly, the study found that the institutionalization of mentoring can contribute to a more sensitized faculty, a more diverse student body, and better outcomes for underrepresented groups.\textsuperscript{142}

Research on two institutions of higher education in Oklahoma use a mentoring program designed to engage faculty in the process of mentoring underrepresented female students, especially teacher candidates, found that participating mentors believed that “their contributions as mentors not only increased the quantity of teachers, but also, their mentoring was key for the purposes of recruiting and retaining qualified and diverse candidates through to graduation to return to the work force.”\textsuperscript{143} And a qualitative study of past participants in the University of Connecticut’s Minority Research Apprentice Program, designed to attract underrepresented students by expanding their knowledge of research and technology, showed the success of the program at helping to clarify minority students’ career goals.\textsuperscript{144}

Also, several studies have shown that mere exposure to mentors – whether through a formal program or not – has yielded benefits for students.\textsuperscript{145}

Finally, though not directly tied to faculty mentoring, a randomized controlled trial individualized “coaching” for students – most of whom were “non-traditional” college students enrolled in degree programs – found that regular contact with a coach on long-term goals and skill development increased retention and completion for participating students in a cost effective way.\textsuperscript{146}

Housing policies, peer groups, and affinity groups

Research has shown that the more an institution encourages students to interact beyond the classroom, the more likely students are to experience the benefits of diversity. Peer or affinity groups can also have a significant impact on the quality of students’ interracial interactions.\textsuperscript{147} At the same time, research on the topic is limited because the majority of higher education peer group studies have focused on the student body as a whole rather than the influence of interpersonal interactions among different student groups and the effect that race and ethnicity may have.\textsuperscript{148} Moreover, estimating peer effects is difficult to research, given challenges in finding cause and effect and in accounting for the natural selection bias of choosing friends.\textsuperscript{149}

An influential study of the U.S. Air Force academy found that the academic benefits of diversity increase when students live, study, and participate in co-curricular activities together.\textsuperscript{150} (Similar observations were a foundation of the amicus brief effort from retired military leaders to the U.S. Supreme Court in Grutter and Fisher I and II, which also underscored that fostering teamwork and collaboration among diverse groups was a significant national security interest for the military.\textsuperscript{151}) Roommate studies have shown that white students in particular may benefit from having roommates of other races and ethnicities. One study found that randomly assigned roommates during the first year of college and subsequent voluntary contact between roommates during the second and third years reduced racial prejudice among undergraduate students.\textsuperscript{152} Another found that living with an other-race roommate can positively impact white students’ attitudes toward race and were less anxious, more
pleasant, and more physically engaged in other settings with diverse groups. Another study found that white students at a large state university randomly assigned African-American roommates in their first year were more likely to have more personal contact with and interact more comfortably with members of minority groups, and more likely to endorse a general view that a diverse student body is essential for a high-quality education.

Roommate studies have also shown that roommates from different family income backgrounds can also have positive effects. A study of Berea College students — an institution that specifically targets low-income students — found that “low income students may be benefitted by having a higher income peer as a roommate in a non-trivial fashion [in first‐semester grades and retention] by being paired with higher income peers without the higher income peers incurring substantial costs.”

There have been studies that show positive effects of cross-racial friendship. For example, racial diversity in friendship groups has been found to have positive effects, particularly for students of color. Another study of students at Berea College found that white students randomly assigned to black roommates have a significantly larger proportion of black friends than white students who are randomly assigned white roommates.

Studies have also shown that underrepresented students’ sense of belonging on campus and opportunities for leadership can increase through engagement with other students from their own cultural groups. For example, one study of focus groups of African-American and Asian-American students found that “ethnic student organizations constituted critical venues of cultural familiarity, vehicles for cultural expression and advocacy, and sources of cultural validation for participants.” Another study of multiple racial/ethnic groups found that participation in ethnic student organizations is positively linked with higher rates of cross-racial interaction. Another found that participation in a racial/ethnic student organization was “significantly and positively associated with numerous civic behaviors and attitudes after graduation.”

Peers can have a significant impact on persistence and success, particularly for certain disciplines. A study of the experiences of 1250 women of color and 891 white women attending 135 institutions nationwide found that “women of color who persisted in STEM frequently engaged with peers to discuss course content, joined STEM-related student organizations, participated in undergraduate research programs, had altruistic ambitions, attended private colleges, and attended institutions with a robust community of STEM students.” (Notably, and somewhat in contrast to general studies that positively link institution‐wide persistence rates with more selective admissions, this study also found that negative predictors of persistence include attending a highly selective institution.)
• Create opportunities for students to interact in diverse groups in and outside the classroom. Faculty members are likely to be essential partners in the effort to implement high impact educational practices, engage in mentoring, and serve as a signal to students about the institution’s commitment to its goals. 

• Ensure that students from all backgrounds have opportunities to interact with peers who are similar and peers who are different. Institutions should offer students options for their extra curricular activities, housing, and courses while also creating opportunities for deliberate engagement across difference (e.g., intergroup dialogue).

• Examine whether and how the educational benefits of diversity are actually being experienced in and outside the classroom. Studies and surveys should examine the quality and frequency of interracial interactions among students – and the short and long term benefits of these interactions. This requires a close look at specific policies and practices as well as how they work individually and in concert to produce the intended educational benefits of diversity.
Section III: Alignment across programs and policies

As described in this section, our review of published research reflects that:

1. Alignment across institutional programs, functions, and offices creates the greatest potential for achieving diversity goals, with direct educational, management, and cost benefits.

2. A sustained effort with dedicated resources and common purpose can work toward alignment and help achieve institutional goals.

There is important guidance for institutions within the body of published research on the educational benefits of diversity. The findings from these studies can and should provide guideposts for institution and context-specific research and institutional decision making. We hope that the findings and recommendations in this paper may help institutions with a variety of large- and smaller-scale efforts.

As institutions work to build their research base, alignment and coordination of efforts across the institution is essential. Research confirms, for example, the importance of institutional leaders taking steps to translate diversity goals into specific action steps through directive from the president’s office, collaboration across campus, or both.164 Tools to support this effort have been developed.165 Research also supports the importance of the assessment and ongoing evaluation of efforts to achieve an institution’s mission-driven goals; though these efforts require time and resources, they are also an important reflection of institutional values.166

A growing body of research confirms the importance of alignment based on mission across programs, functions, and offices to create the greatest potential for achieving diversity goals.167 Research confirms that a more holistic approach to diversity strategies – developing a mission that includes the benefits of diversity, implementing strategies to foster interactions between students, and assessing strategies for impact and effectiveness – can help institutions achieve the benefits they seek.168 In other words, a “sustained and coordinated effort is needed to increase the positive effects of diversity on student development and learning.”169 Institutional leaders set the tone and make institutional resources available. Admission, recruitment and outreach, and financial aid officers are responsible for attracting, admitting, and enrolling a diverse student body. Enrolled students are then handed off to student affairs professionals, who help students establish peer groups and engage in student life programs. Faculty members imbue students with important skills and knowledge to be successful working in diverse environments. And institutional researchers can examine how well these various efforts are contributing to the achievement of the institution’s diversity goals.

Given the complexity of this endeavor, institutions have been encouraged to create a common educational purpose for diversity and be explicit about the “centrality of diversity to the campus’s mission of improving teaching and learning.”170 Research has also underscored the importance of institutions recognizing the various internal and external as well as current and historical forces that impact the institution and its student body.171 Institutions have been encouraged to create an aligned strategy grounded in institutional mission and to consider and address each element of that strategy to achieve diversity goals.172
• Put the necessary resources, staff, and structure in place for building the institution’s evidence base for its diversity goals and strategies, particularly its internal research office. To assess the effectiveness of policies individually and as a whole, institutional leaders and administrators should engage with and empower internal researchers, using findings from well-known national studies as a starting point but moving to studies within their own contexts. Not every program or policy can or should be subject to a rigorous peer reviewed study, but an institution should develop clear strategies for evaluating policies and practices over time, particularly if they provide any benefit to individual students on the basis of race or ethnicity.

• Inventory all institutional strategies that aim to enhance the institution’s ability to meet its diversity related goals. For all institutions, this process serves an essential policymaking function: understanding what the institution is already doing in order to identify prospective areas for growth and improvement. Moreover, for institutions pursuing race conscious policies, the inventory may help explain why race neutral policies and practices, alone, are insufficient to meet diversity goals.

• Initiate or reconstitute an interdisciplinary working group. Having a core team to guide diversity efforts can be a foundation for success. That team likely includes legal counsel, enrollment leaders, student affairs administrators, and internal researchers that represent multiple disciplines (both within and beyond the institutional research office).

• Engage the entire campus community. Broad participation is needed to interpret and act on evaluation results. Building support for diversity efforts among faculty, students, and staff is an important complement to “top down” initiatives from campus leaders.
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